Contribution of CAD to the Sensitivity for Detecting Lung Metastases on Thin-Section CT - A Prospective Study with Surgical and Histopathological Correlation.
To assess the sensitivity of radiologists and a CAD system for the detection of lung metastases on thin-section computed tomographic (CT) scans prior to pulmonary metastasectomy. All patients scheduled for resection of lung metastases were eligible for this prospective single-center trial. 95 patients with 115 surgical procedures (pulmonary metastasectomy using thoracotomy) were included. An experienced radiologist examined the CT scans for pulmonary metastases and documented his findings. A commercial CAD system was used as a second reader; additional CAD findings were recorded. A comparison of the sensitivity of the radiologist alone and with CAD was performed. Intraoperatively surgeons tried to identify the documented lesions and resected them as well as additionally palpable lesions. The standard of reference consisted of surgery and histopathology. Follow-up information for radiologically detected lesions missed during surgery was sought. 693 lesions (262 metastases) were detected radiologically or surgically, 646 of them were resected. The sensitivity of radiologists without CAD was 67.5 % for all lesions (87.4 % for metastases). CAD highly significantly (p < 0.001) increased the sensitivity to 77.9 % (92.7 %). During surgery, 143 additional lesions (19 metastases) were detected. 49 radiologically detected lesions were not palpable during surgery: 4 metastases, 5 benign lesions, and 40 lesions of an unknown nature. CAD provides significant additional sensitivity for detecting lung metastases using MDCT compared to the performance of a radiologist alone. CT reveals a relevant number of non-palpable pulmonary lesions. · CAD significantly increased the sensitivity for the detection of lung metastases on CT.. · Surgical palpation of the lungs missed 8.5 % of all radiologically detected lesions.. · CT with CAD may increase the chance for complete metastasectomy.. · Meybaum C, Graff M, Fallenberg EM et al. Contribution of CAD to the Sensitivity for Detecting Lung Metastases on Thin-Section CT - A Prospective Study with Surgical and Histopathological Correlation. Fortschr Röntgenstr 2019; DOI: 10.1055/a-0977-3453.